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1 Introduction

Politeness is often associated with a degree of for-
mality that the speaker conveys to the addressee of
a conversation. There are multiple ways to convey
politeness in natural language. Languages such as
Korean and Japanese, for instance, have politeness
markers that appear in certain positions inside a
given sentence. Sometimes, the absence of these
politeness markers leads to inappropriateness. This
work focuses on a particular case in which a po-
liteness marker can be realized only when its de-
pendency requirement is satisfied. While language
model (LM) performance on syntactic dependen-
cies such as filler-gap dependencies (Wilcox et al.,
2018), subject-verb agreement (Linzen et al., 2016),
anaphor binding (Hu et al., 2020), and control phe-
nomena (Lee and Schuster, 2022) have been ex-
plored in recent years, little work has been done
on non-syntactic dependencies that reflect polite-
ness or even pragmatic effects in general. The
phenomenon at issue is unique in that the depen-
dency is not fulfilled by any of the commonly as-
sumed syntactic disposition or agreement patterns
observed elsewhere in the human grammar. For
instance, a politeness-denoting possessor pronoun
(i.e. cey ‘my (polite)’ or cehuy ‘our (polite)’) can
be licensed by the sentence final politeness marker
yo as shown in (1). Note that this does not resem-
ble subject-verb agreement in that a non-head of a
noun phrase (e.g. possessor) can participate in the
licensing condition. The abbreviations used in this
work are given in Appendix A.

(1) Cey
my.POL

ai-eykey
child-DAT

si-lul
poem-ACC

ilke-cwu-e-yo.
read-give-D-POL

‘Please read the poem to my child.’

In the absence of yo, the presence of a politeness
pronoun is not possible as in (2) (# = inappropriate).

(2) #Cey
my.POL

ai-eykey
child-DAT

si-lul
poem-ACC

ilke-cwu-e.
read-give-D

Intended: ‘Please read the poem to my child.’

We create minimal pair sentences such as (1) and
(2) for our experiment. Our results suggest that the
overall performance of the Transformer-based LMs
such as GPT-2 and the variants of BERT on this
dependency test is unexpected. Since their perfor-
mance is below or around chance accuracy for the
main task of our experiment, we posit that these
pretrained LMs fail to fully capture the politeness
phenomenon in Korean. The performance of Chat-
GPT on a related task, however, is significantly
better than its predecessors. While it is tempting
to conclude that ChatGPT is better suited for cap-
turing this specific phenomenon, we show that the
model is right for the wrong reason. We demon-
strate that the model merely selects the sentence
that ends with the politeness marker yo, instead of
recognizing the true dependency between the cue
(e.g. cey ‘my (polite)’) and the target (yo). This
may be attributed to the way in which the prompt is
addressed to ChatGPT. We use the word ‘appropri-
ate’ to state the questions in our prompt. It is likely
that the LM simply associates the meaning of ‘ap-
propriateness’ with politeness without taking the
linguistic dependency into full consideration. This
suggests that ChatGPT does not focus on the depen-
dency as much as it should. Further progress needs
to be made in terms of enabling data-driven LMs
to pick up on this type of dependency observed in
politeness contexts.

2 The dependency of politeness

First person pronouns in Korean are morphologi-
cally sensitive to the discourse effect of politeness.
For first person singular pronouns, the alternation
between the plain form nay ‘my’ and the politeness
form cey ‘my (polite)’ is possible. For first person
plural pronouns, the alternation between the plain
form wuli ‘our’ and the politeness form cehuy ‘our
(polite)’ is possible. Similar to cey ‘my (polite)’ in
(1) and (2), cehuy ‘our (polite)’ can co-occur with
the sentence final politeness marker yo. The two
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first person pronouns pattern alike with respect to
the dependency requirement:

(3) Cehuy
our.POL

ai-eykey
child-DAT

si-lul
poem-ACC

ilke-cwu-e-yo.
read-give-D-POL

‘Please read the poem to our child.’

(4) #Cehuy
our.POL

ai-eykey
child-DAT

si-lul
poem-ACC

ilke-cwu-e.
read-give-D

Intended: ‘Please read the poem to our child.’

In (3), the co-occurrence of cehuy and yo makes the
sentence appropriate. In (4), the presence of cehuy
in the absence of yo makes the sentence inappro-
priate. (3) and (4) together show that the politeness
pronoun cehuy is linguistically dependent on the
sentence final marker yo.

3 Stimuli & design

Using both of the politeness-sensitive pronouns
cey and cehuy, we generate minimal pairs for our
experiment. We adapted Hu et al.’s (2020) and
Lee and Schuster’s (2022) experimental design for
testing LMs on linguistic dependencies. One of our
minimal pairs is provided below. (5) is the most
appropriate sentence in (5)–(7) (la in (7) indicates
strong imperative):

(5) Cey
my.POL

ai-eykey
child-DAT

si-lul
poem-ACC

ilke-cwu-e-yo.
read-give-D-POL

‘Please read the poem to my child.’

(6) #Cey
my.POL

ai-eykey
child-DAT

si-lul
poem-ACC

ilke-cwu-e.
read-give-D

Intended: ‘Please read the poem to my child.’

(7) #Cey
my.POL

ai-eykey
child-DAT

si-lul
poem-ACC

ilke-cwu-e-la.
read-give-D-IMP

Intended: ‘Please go read the poem to my child.’

We consider the word containing yo as the target
word. We expect that an LM would assign a higher
probability to the target word in (5) than to its
counterparts in (6) and (7). Note that neither (6)
nor (7) is the most appropriate sentence. Randomly
assigning the highest probability to any one of the
three target words results in chance accuracy which
is 0.33. This is the case for all of the minimal pairs
in our main condition.

Since LM performance on long-distance depen-
dencies has been considered to be mixed (Marvin
and Linzen, 2018; Futrell et al., 2019; Hu et al.,
2020), we also examine simple cases where the cue
word and the target word are only separated by a
single word. In the minimal pair below, (8) is the
most appropriate sentence in (8)–(10). Once again,
chance accuracy is 0.33 for each minimal pair in
the simple condition.

(8) Ai-eykey
child-DAT

cey
my.POL

si-lul
poem-ACC

ilke-cwu-e-yo.
read-give-D-POL

‘Please read my poem to the child.’

(9) #Ai-eykey
child-DAT

cey
my.POL

si-lul
poem-ACC

ilke-cwu-e.
read-give-D

Intended: ‘Please read my poem to the child.’

(10) #Ai-eykey
child-DAT

cey
my.POL

si-lul
poem-ACC

ilke-cwu-e-la.
read-give-D-IMP

Intended: ‘Please go read my poem to the child.’

15,360 minimal pairs are generated for the sim-
ple and main (non-simple) conditions, respectively.
There are three sentences in each minimal pair and
only the sentence that hosts the target word yo is
appropriate (chance accuracy = 0.33). If an LM
assigns the highest probability to the appropriate
target word with yo, then it gets a score of 1. If
an LM assigns the highest probability to either one
of the two inappropriate target words without yo,
then it gets a score of 0. The accuracy of an LM is
calculated by the score it receives divided by the
total number of minimal pairs.

For ChatGPT, we randomly sample 120 minimal
pairs for the main and simple conditions respec-
tively and tested the model performance with the
following prompt: ‘다음 중 가장 적절한 문장은 어

떤 것인가? 왜 그 문장이 가장 적절한가?’ (English
translation: Which sentence is the most appropri-
ate? Why is that sentence the most appropriate?).
We use the word ‘appropriate’ instead of ‘grammat-
ical’, since politeness has not been characterized as
a purely grammatical phenomenon such as subject-
verb agreement. The accuracy of ChatGPT is cal-
culated by dividing the number of its responses
specifying that the sentence with yo is the most
appropriate by the total number of minimal pairs
used in the experiment.

4 Language models

We evaluate how well the LMs perform on our
main and simple conditions. Specifically, we ex-
amine the latest Transformer-based LMs trained
on Korean, including the left-to-right generative
language model GPT-2 and bidirectional encoders
BERT, ALBERT, and RoBERTa. In addition to
the uni/bidirectionality of how the probability of a
word is assigned, one major difference between
these LMs is their training objectives. GPT-2
is trained using an objective of predicting the
next word in a sequence. BERT is trained us-
ing an objective of predicting masked words in
a sentence. ALBERT is a memory-efficient and
faster version of BERT using parameter-sharing
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techniques. RoBERTa uses an extra training
technique called "dynamic masking" to improve
the model’s ability to handle out-of-vocabulary
words. All of these language models are pre-trained
on a 70GB corpus including Korean Wikipedia,
commerce reviews, blog websites, etc. They
can be downloaded from the ‘Pretrained Lan-
guage Models For Korean’ project at https:
//github.com/kiyoungkim1/LMkor. In
the experiment, we used these pre-trained mod-
els to calculate the probability of the target words
in our stimuli. Codes to utilize these mod-
els and generate the probability of the target
word can be found at https://github.com/
wangshaonan/Korean_politeness.

We also evaluate ChatGPT’s performance. Chat-
GPT is built based on the same transformer archi-
tecture as GPT-2, which is a neural network that
uses self-attention mechanisms to process natural
language input and generate text output. However,
ChatGPT incorporates additional improvements
and is based on a larger and more diverse train-
ing dataset, enabling it to generate more sophisti-
cated and contextually-appropriate responses than
its predecessor. We used the web version of Chat-
GPT (January 9 and January 30 Version in 2023)
at https://chat.openai.com/.

5 Results

5.1 GPT-2 and BERT-based models

Figure 1 shows that all LMs achieve below or
around chance level accuracy (0.33) on our main
condition. Only BERT and ALBERT achieve sig-
nificantly better mean accuracy on the simple con-
dition than on the main condition. These results
indicate that these LMs fail to fully capture the
politeness phenomenon in Korean. Moreover, this
suggests that the degree of linear adjacency plays a
role on LM performance.

5.2 ChatGPT

Compared to the other models, significantly higher
accuracy is obtained by ChatGPT on a similar
task. ChatGPT’s accuracy is around 0.96 on the
main condition and 0.99 on the simple condition
as shown in Figure 2. While the results on the
surface seem to suggest that ChatGPT is some-
how recognizing the dependency requirement, the
results from a non-politeness-related dependency
task suggest otherwise. Crucially, in cases where
the politeness marker yo has to be absent due to a
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Figure 1: Accuracy of different language models on
main and simple conditions. ** indicates p<0.05 and
*** indicates p<0.01.

non-politeness cue word (e.g. Siwu-ya ‘hey Siwu’)
as shown in (12) and (13), ChatGPT often selects
the sentence ending with yo as the most appropriate
sentence within a given minimal pair. A minimal
pair consists of three sentences as illustrated in
(11)–(13).

(11) #Siwu-ya
Siwu-N.POL

nay
my

ai-eykey
child-DAT

si-lul
poem-ACC

ilke-cwu-e-yo.
read-give-D-POL

Intended: ‘Hey Siwu, please read the poem to my
child.’

(12) Siwu-ya
Siwu-N.POL

nay
my

ai-eykey
child-DAT

si-lul
poem-ACC

ilke-cwu-e.
read-give-D

‘Hey Siwu, read the poem to my child.’

(13) Siwu-ya
Siwu-N.POL

nay
my

ai-eykey
child-DAT

si-lul
poem-ACC

ilke-cwu-e-la.
read-give-D-IMP

‘Hey Siwu, go read the poem to my child.’

Either (12) or (13) is the most appropriate sen-
tence depending on the context. Crucially note that
(11) cannot be the most appropriate due to the anti-
dependency between the non-politeness cue word
and yo. Here, chance accuracy is 0.66. Out of 120
minimal pairs, ChatGPT performed well only on 9
minimal pairs (0.08). ChatGPT’s performance is
significantly below chance level accuracy as shown
in Figure 2.

Overall, the LMs used in our experiments fail to
fully recognize the linguistic dependency between
the cue word and the target word sensitive to po-
liteness and non-politeness contexts.

6 Discussion

Our results suggest that all LMs used in the study
fail to highlight the unique dependency requirement
necessary for expressing politeness in Korean. The
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Figure 2: Accuracy of ChatGPT on main and simple
conditions plus a non-politeness-related dependency
task.

results from ChatGPT suggests that the model per-
forms well for the wrong reason. Based on the
responses from ChatGPT, it is plausible to assume
that the LM generally associates the meaning of
‘appropriateness’ with politeness. Note that the
non-politeness-related dependency task in our ex-
periment provides us the opportunity to distinguish
appropriateness from politeness. In (11)–(13), for
instance, the sentence with a politeness marker is
inappropriate. While the experimental design is
enough to show that ChatGPT does not fully attend
to the linguistic dependency at issue, it may be
possible for ChatGPT to tune into the dependency
based on a different prompt. For future research, it
may be worth stating the prompt in slightly differ-
ent ways. One way to do this is to replace words
such as ‘appropriate’ with some other contentful
words. Using different prompts may shed light on
where the potential challenges lie. Another point
worth mentioning is that the linguistic phenomenon
discussed in this work is not observed in all lan-
guages. Nevertheless, it would be meaningful to
examine the languages that host this type of de-
pendency and to see whether the overall results
reported in this work can be replicated and gener-
alized. Overall, future work remains to be done
on how data-driven LMs can correctly capture this
type of dependency especially in an experimental
setting.
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A Abbreviations

ACC accusative case

D default

DAT dative case

IMP imperative

N.POL non-polite

POL polite
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